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Our New Pool

Notes from the Editors

What Is On the Website?

Do you enjoy reading these stories in
The Bridge? If so, you need to read this.
We are at a critical point with this
publication. Over the years we have had
many faithful authors who have, and still
are, writing their own stories, memoirs, and
poems. A number have now passed away; a
number are being pushed to contribute new
stories. Several new authors have added
their stories, and we are so grateful to them.
We must have more new authors.
The future of this publication now
depends on you!
This issue is just 8 pages. There are
many new residents now who are reading
The Bridge, but perhaps think they have
nothing to say, or think they cannot write.
You are wrong! I hear you at dinner telling of
interesting experiences. Writing them down
is all you need to do. We can help you doing
it, and making your work better.
Don’t forget that even if you are away from
NBOC, in Florida or the Cape for a while,
you can email stories as text or attachments.
Please contact John Averell (4-2222) or Ed
Goldstein (4-2251), or by email (see next
column), if you would like to join the fun and
help us to continue The Bridge, a Journal For
and By Residents.•

Here is a list:
• Weekly Newsletter from David Raider
• Online forms (login with your password)
for Work requests, Member Away, IT,
Guest House Reservation
• All issues of The Bridge
• Videos of most Men’s Club talks
• Clubs and Committees list
• List of all books, Kindles, DVDs in Library
• Resident Directory and Faces (login)
Go to our website at
www.newbridgeresidents.com
Login with your email address and password
if you want to view restricted subjects. If you
need a password, email or phone John
Averell (x42222) or Ed Goldstein (x42251) to
agree on one, and we will register you.

NEW: A Special Edition of The Bridge
For the first time in its history we have published a
special electronic edition of The Bridge, devoted
entirely to a moving memoir written by our resident
Hedy Rozsa.
“Electronic” means that the issue is not printed on
paper, but will appear only on the Community
website www.NewBridgeResidents.org. You will be
able to read it online, send the file to friends and
relatives by email or print it out on your local printer.
Follow instructions on the Home page of the website
to display the issue.
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On The Shelf
Sybil Gladstone
When I was ten years old, a contented little
girl living on a sunny street in Brooklyn, NY,
I received a surprising invitation. My greataunt and uncle wanted me to visit them at
their home in the quiet town of Middleboro,
MA. Perhaps they thought they would rescue
me from the city (I lived in a suburban
area), offering me two weeks in the country.
I immediately had two concerns: how
would I know what to wear each day (my
mother had always made that decision), and
what would I do if lamb chops were served,
since I had never managed to cut a chop
into bite-size pieces? Somehow I was
reassured, and Aunt Mania and Uncle Fritz
drove to Brooklyn to take me back to
Massachusetts. Childless, they had no idea
that a child needed playmates, games,
activities, so I idled my days away in the
company of the maid, Mary Cordeiro.
Finally, Aunt Mania realized that
something was lacking, and one day asked
whether I would like to go to the library.
Yes! Wonderful! She took me to a window,
pointed down the street, and said, "Just walk
down this street as far as you can go, then
turn left and walk until you come to the
library". No offer of a ride or someone to
accompany me, just "walk". At ten, I was
not ready to venture alone on strange
streets to an unknown destination.
A greater challenge was presented on a
fine Saturday, when Uncle Fritz suggested a
trip to Boston, an hour away, to visit old
friends, the Blume family. He owned two
cars, a black Chevrolet coupe, a two-seater,
and a creamy beige Buick that had a back
seat. The Chevy was used on weekdays; the
Buick was saved for special occasions. My
aunt even had a special outfit made to
match it!
We left the house and walked outside to
the Chevrolet with its two seats. I was
puzzled, until my Uncle asked, "Sybil, you'll
be all right lying on the shelf behind the
seats, won't you? Speechless, I looked at
Aunt
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Mania imploringly, until she said, "Schatz,
(her term of endearment), let's take the
Buick".
He had come to the United States from
Vienna on business, and could not return
home when World War I broke out. She had
come from Poland to visit her sister, my
paternal grandmother. They fell in love at a
dinner party, married and lived in Boston,
then moved to the quiet town of Middleboro.
A creative genius, he bought a large factory
there to house his many enterprises.
Childless, they reached out to me,
repeatedly, lovingly, but sadly unable to
form a relationship with a child.•
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A Sticky Solution

a bit more work, but I did that too. Then we
started to find out its properties, because
this was a new thing and we didn’t really
know what it was good for. It was an answer
without a question at this point.
We found that it had the interesting
property that it coated objects and acted like
glue to stick wood together, not metal. The
next step was to make a larger “reactor” to
make a bigger batch. That worked fine. They
named the emulsion “Polyco 17H” , from my
lab notebook number.
In 1946 I was married and left work, as
wives did in those days. I was listening to
the radio in my living room and heard a
news flash that someone at the American
Polymer Corporation was killed in an
explosion at the plant. He had walked into
the plant wearing spikes on his shoes on a
cement floor. The sparks from his spikes
blew up the flammable vapors.
This small company was then bought out
by the Borden Company, best known for its
milk from Elsie, the Borden Cow. The sticky
glue that I had developed was to be
produced by Borden. Since the emulsion
looked like milk, they decided it would be
named after Elsie’s brother, Elmer. And that
is what became Elmer’s Glue, from the
Borden Company.
I did well from this. But my greatest
reward came from my two sons, Robert and
Richard. I went to their elementary school
(grades 1 to 8) and spoke with the teachers,
offering to come and help in any way that
they might use me anytime. They all
thanked me and asked: “Richard (or Robert)
told me that you invented Elmer’s Glue. Is
that true?” My sons had proudly told every
single teacher about their mother! That was
my big reward.

Shirley Beaser
I was a chemistry major at Boston University
in 1941. In my second or third year, my
professor said to me, “Miss Castleman, I’m
very happy to have you in my class, but may
I suggest you take some Library Studies,
because companies are not hiring women
chemists.” “Thanks, but no thanks” I told
him.
Everything is a matter of timing. I was
living in Salem, Mass. at this time. Shortly
thereafter, World War II broke out. When I
graduated, I received three job offers from
prestigious chemical companies: Monsanto,
American Cyanamid, and Dupont. However,
there was a small company nearby that
made coatings for products, owned by a
friend of mine, a brilliant scientist. He was
expanding the company and needed
researchers in a particular new and exciting
product line, polymer plastics.
I’ll take a short technical detour into
what I was asked to do. If you take a basic
molecule (called a monomer) and find a way
to hitch them together into a long chain
(called a polymer), you have the makings of
plastic. Companies were already making
solid plastics: kitchen dishes, films, and
innumerable other “plastic” things.
My boss wanted me to find out if I could
make a “liquid plastic” (called an emulsion)
in which long polymers are suspended and
do not become solid. Since his company
made coatings, you can see where this made
sense. My job was to try to make such a
“stable emulsion of polymers”.
First I had to make a stable emulsion of
monomers. I did that. Then I had to make a
stable emulsion of polymers. That took quite

Our Covers
Our cover picture this issue looks like a dystopian salt mine. Sam Lehrer shot the photo of the
workmen, and Ed Goldstein touched it up a bit.
The unexpected discovery of cracks in our wonderful pool led to the decision to resurface
the whole basin properly, with a slip-resistant layer. So after several dry weeks, with no
water aerobics, we now are back to enjoying the newly refurbished pool.
We solicit pictures suitable for use on our covers. They should have some
connection with NewBridge, in a broad sense: people, places, events, local scenes, wildlife on
campus – use your imagination. Send them along to Ed or John.
The Bridge
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Parasailing

As we came back toward land, I sailed
over a large natural rock formation. The
speed boat was no longer pulling against the
wind and my parachute was dropping toward
the enormous rocks down below. I thought I
would crash into the rocks. Then, at the last
moment, the direction of the boat changed
and pulled me up again. At this point, I was
over the hotels at the northern end of the
beach. Looking down, I saw the roof-top pool
of the Acapulco Hilton with people sunning
themselves.
The boat continued sweeping around the
curve of the beach to the starting point. At
that point, my lift had dropped to 50 feet or
more and the young men were shouting “pull
the shroud on the left side” because I was
tilted, and then the right side to slow my
descent. As I dropped toward the sandy
beach, the motor boat pulled me slightly to
arrest my fall or drop. For the last 8 or 10
feet, I floated down to the sand and landed
on my feet, I was never so happy to be
safely on land again. Norma came up and
asked if I still had my glasses. To my
surprise, I had not lost them!•

M urray H erscott
My wife Norma and I were vacationing in
Mexico on the beach in Acapulco. We noticed
a parachute rising above the beach, with a
person in a small apparatus hanging below.
Then we noticed that a small motorboat was
pulling the parachute on a long rope. It
looked interesting, so we walked down the
beach to ask a couple of young men what it
was all about. They called it ‘parasailing’ and
asked if I weighed less than 230 pounds. I
said yes and they encouraged me to try it
(for a fee, of course).
When the sail came down with the prior
occupant, they hitched me up to the straps.
Around the shoulders, the waist and between
the legs - underneath me. There was a rope
from the harness to the motor boat in the
water that ran about 150 feet. The beach
sloped down towards the water. The two
young men were behind me holding up the
parachute; they told me to start running
down the slope of the beach to the water.
They said the parachute would fill with air
and lift me. I started running toward the
water, hoping to feel the chute lift. I got my
feet into the waves and I feared being
dragged though the water. At the last
moment, the chute lifted and I began to fly.
Then I heard Norma calling; she said “Are
your glasses on?” By then, it was too late, I
couldn’t discard them -- so up I went.
The beach in Acapulco is half of a very
large circle. As the motor boat proceeded
into the bay, I was lifted. By this time, I was
over 100 feet up and going by the rock cliffs
at the southern end of the bay. The boat
swung out into the ocean, and I was looking
down at the blue water. Imagine my surprise
and shock to see manta rays with sea wings
(flaps) approximately 10 feet or larger, and
then to see grey sharks even larger than the
mantas. There were other large fish in the
ocean which I did not identify. The speed
boat was making a large circle from the bay
to the ocean and back to the bay at the
northern end.
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A Bridge Too Far
Shirley W oods
One dark night, with my husband at the
wheel of our car, we found ourselves unsure
of where we were. Though Bill had a good
sense of direction, we were unsettled. Then
up ahead we saw that we were driving
towards a bridge. This was before the days
when drivers had to wear seat belts. I said
that I would twist around and look for signs
on the bridge.
So onto the bridge we drove. As I looked
back I could see through the rear window
that the bridge was opening up – perhaps to
allow a tall ship to get through.
By some miracle, we had not plunged
down into the river below. Off of the bridge,
we did see the sign we had been searching
for. Weren’t we lucky! •
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Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief

flew quite well. The heavier end panels
together with other used lumber I found
were combined with roller skates to make
scooters. Occasionally I was given a
discarded baby carriage and would use the
four wheels and axles to make a form of go
cart. I also was an avid builder of flying
airplane models and joined a club sponsored
by Jordan Marsh (remember them?) to
compete in contests. I still fondly remember
winning a contest with a rubber band
powered model which flew for 2 minutes and
46 seconds. Strange that I still remember
the flight time in such detail.
I felt these interests and activities
pointed me towards a career in engineering.
However my mother was convinced I would
never be hired as an engineer because of
real or imagined prejudices. She also felt
that it was better to be self-employed and
not work for somebody else. As a point of
reference my father was self-employed -- he
drove an oil truck. My mother was very
strong willed and put tremendous pressure
on me to become a doctor. My brother
Sidney was well on the way to becoming one
and was aware of the pressure and my
resistance. He determined to help me. One
day he invited me to accompany him on a
visit to tour a hospital. We visited wards with
sick and suffering people, operating theaters
with lots of blood in view and trays of
surgical instruments which I knew could
inflict a lot of pain. Sidney observed my
reactions closely and when we got home he
said to my mother, “Ma, he should not be a
doctor”.
I am forever indebted to him and ended
up being a pretty good engineer. Even
though I probably could have been a pretty
good doctor I would not have enjoyed my
career as much.•

M alcolm Green
More about the title later, but a little bit of
background first.
My father and mother emigrated to the
United States in the early 1900’s: he from
Lithuania and she from Russia. They had
little education, having gone through the
fourth and sixth grades respectively. They
had limited knowledge of the opportunities
available in their new country but quickly
learned the importance of higher education.
They determined that their three sons would
go to college and become “professional
men”. There were no college-educated men
or women in our family to provide them with
any guidance about college or professions.
However they decided that the first choice
for their sons was to be a doctor, second was
a lawyer. Since they had no information on
the requirements or benefits of being an
Indian Chief it received no consideration.
My older brother Sidney did well in high
school, and early expressed an interest in
medicine. My parents were very pleased at
the prospect of being able to say “my son
the doctor”. Five years older than me Sidney
was worldly-wise, and as the oldest son my
parents relied on him for advice on how to
deal with the world outside the close-knit
immigrant community in which we lived.
I also did well in high school but had no
interest in the field of medicine. Indeed I
was put off by blood, injuries and sickness.
From an early age I liked to build things and
to take things apart to see how they worked.
In those days our groceries were delivered in
used orange crates which supplied a good
source of wood for my projects. I could slice
the sides into thin strips from which I made
huge kites, some as tall as myself, which

The Bridge
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A Stitch in Time

ONCE

Sheila Klein

Rita Firem an
She was a reflection
a shadow
of the one she loved.

During the winter of 2009, when I was in
Florida along with many other future
residents, several representatives from
NewBridge came to Boca Raton bringing
samples and floor plans for the various
apartments we had purchased. They offered
very helpful advice about selections for
cabinets, kitchen counters, carpets and
possible alterations to individual apartments.
The representatives stayed for three
days, each day offering programs about
various concerns. They were able to answer
the many questions we all had and they
discussed different and very helpful solutions
to problems involved with the move to
Dedham.
The last day featured a piano concert
with our own maestro, Sheila Waxman. I
happened to meet with her in the lobby just
before she was preparing to perform. While
we were speaking she suddenly made a
quick movement and the entire side seam of
her lovely black dress just tore open! I told
her to go to the nearby Ladies Room and
wait there for me. At the Main Lobby Desk, I
asked for an emergency sewing kit (thank
goodness they had one) and ran with it to
the Ladies Room. I had Sheila stand on a
chair while I sewed up the entire seam.
Fortunately, my stitches only went through
the dress material.
The concert went on as scheduled.Sheila
looked "very put together" and the music
was wonderful.•

She followed him
up his mountains
faking his confidence.
He knew where
he was going,
what he wanted.
She only wanted him
wherever he went
even to his grave.
Once
she wanted that.

Our Contributors
December 2016

• Ms Eleanor Leventhal
• Susan H. Green: In honor of Ed Goldstein
& John Averell

January 2017
• Edith & Arthur Luskin: In memory of
Bertram Rodman

February 2017

• Frances S. Wolff: In appreciation of Ed
Goldstein & John Averell
• Judith Rosenberg: In memory of Rhoda
Staub
• Shirley & John Averell: In honor of Cynthia
Markle's 95th birthday

Tell Us Your Stories
I’ve never been to a family seder at which attendance did not reminisce about their
lives. “Do you remember what happened at Joeys bar mitzva?” “Remember our
dotty Aunt Yetta and her boyfriend?” “How about what crazy things happened at our
family reunion ten years ago?” “Tell them about the strange guy we met in Aruba.”
Share some of these stories with your NewBridge neighbors by writing it for The
Bridge.”
Don’t know how? John or Ed will coach you in how to begin and edit them.
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The Audit

What Fools We Youth Be

Ted Raphael

Barbara Rosenfield

In the 70's, my client, Fred Greenstein
(name changed), received an IRS notice that
his return would be examined. Fred was an
engineer at a high tech company, and, on
the side, he played the cello with a group
which performed professionally in various
cities. American Airlines had an option that,
if you wanted your luggage out first, you
would pay more but you would not be
insured for damage. Fred went on a gig to
Chicago, and, at his request, his cello came
out first and it was dropped and damaged. It
cost $4,000 to repair it.
Fred was treated as an independent
contractor by the orchestra, so he filed a
business schedule showing about $10,000
income and various expenses, such as
travel, and the repair cost.
We went to the office audit together at
the JFK building in Boston. When his name
was called to see Agent Ms Muldoon, I
shuddered. She was a big Irish woman who
looked like my 8th grade English teacher
who used to tell us that she just missed the
Titanic and we wished she had made it. She
must have been someone special. In a large
room of small cubicles, she had a large
window office, and she even had a radio on
her desk. Fred was a little guy with a goatee.
I figured that he was dead meat. We
approached her desk and Fred noticed that
she had on WCRB, the classical music
station. He said "I see you like classical
music". She replied that she loved it.
He said "I play the cello". She replied "My
favorite instrument!" The exam went very
smoothly after that, and when she came to
the repair expense, she asked him what kind
of cello it was. He replied "an Amati". (An
Amati is as good as a Stradivarius.) She
replied "and it ONLY cost $4,000?"
Well, when the audit ended, she said that, if
he agreed, he owed the IRS $59 because he
didn't have a receipt for a clothing donation.
He said to me "what should I do?" I told him
to make out a check for $59 and give it to
the lady. He fumbled in his pockets and said
he forgot his wallet. I told him to get it to
her first thing tomorrow.
The Bridge

One long-ago September day, Jay and I
packed up our gear – pup tent, sleeping
bags, hiking boots – and set off, in our old
creaky Chevy, for a New England sightseeing
tour. After a few days of camping out, and
one night in a quaint old inn, we decided on
the spur of the moment to climb Mount
Washington. With an AMC guide book in
hand we thought it would be a piece of cake.
After all we were young, fit, and hardy (more
like fool hardy)!
We loaded our backpacks with gear and
food: our pup tent, sleeping bags, cooking
implements, cans of soup, potatoes, eggs
(still in their shells) – what did we know of
dried food? We ended up carrying at least
30-40 pounds each, but set off with great
enthusiasm early in the morning, planning to
hit the summit by noon.
The guide book suggested hiking for 30
minutes and resting for 10. It wasn't long till
we were hiking for 10 minutes and resting
for 30! Many climbers passed by us, some
actually jogging up the mountain. We had
originally planned to reach the summit in a
couple of hours – Ha Ha. At about 4 PM we
staggered and stumbled into the Lake of the
Clouds AMC hut a little more than halfway to
the summit. We stayed overnight in the
bunks there, ate their food, and never used
all the stuff we had lugged up!
Next morning we did get up in time to
finish our climb, and the views from the top
were glorious, well worth our efforts.
The trip down was almost as arduous as the
climb up. I ended up sliding most of the way
down Tuckerman's Ravine (not on skiis, but
on my butt) and wore a hole in my jeans.
Later we learned that the weather on Mt.
Washington can get seriously dangerous at
that time of year, and many people have
actually perished in sudden storms. Were we
ever lucky!!
Over the years we loved to hike and
camp out, later with our kids, but were
always smarter and better prepared.
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